We can order the Wizard to consider the planets in many different ways.
There are astrologers, serious researchers into Hellenistic Astrology, who believe that Porphyry used only the sign rulers of
the ASC, Moon, MC and PoF and the planets-rulers were important proportionally to their position in the order given.
(the ruler of the sign of the ASC is the most important, then the ruler of the sign of the Moon and so on...)
In the system of these researchers also, the heliacal phases are considered also 7 days after birth
The Wizard can imitate all this through our changing of the points assigned.
Here is imitation of the system of these astrologers-scholars.

Here we assigned points 5,4,3,2 and 1 to the sign-rulers of the ASC, Moon, MC, Pof and the bounds-ruler of the syzygy (the
text is explicit on this). One point is assigned also to the heliacally active planets within +-7 days from the Birth.
We can see here that Venus gathers 6 points and Saturn gathers 5 in the first round.
In the second round though Saturn is again crowned as the Ego of Hitler, the King of his psyche.
[ the mentioned researchers though would take most probably Venus as the final Kurios-Almuten because in their system they give less
import to the second round of consideration in the system of Porphyry and prefer to concentrate on the first.]
For detailed treatment of the Kurios System of Porphyry and translation of his relevant chapter, expect my
‘Greek and Arab Astrology’ Part II volume coming as volume 3 of my research series PDHA, Primary Directions and History of
Astrology
‘Greek and Arab Astrology’ Part I volume which came out in the end of 2008 examines mainly Dorotheus and Ptolemy.

{ The aspects are shown and we can see which are exact in the degree (with red color and in a box), those in bounds [red] and
those in sign [black color] The rays-throwing (ακτινοβολια) aspects are in italic. }
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